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Property Class:
Villa
Property Price ( in € ):
€ 1,750,000
Location:
Costa Smeralda
Costa Smeralda
Arzachena
Description:
Typical "Stazzu" in the beautiful countryside between Arzachena and Porto Cervo, only 2km from the sea.
The property is divided in two units, the main house comprises: two bedrooms, two bathrooms, the living room,
a dining area and the kitchen. The charming independent apartment includes a study, one bedroom, one
bathroom and a living area with kitchenette.
Villa Arzachena is situated on a plot with well-kept lawns, fruit trees and vineyards with panoramic views and
a stunning pool, heated, ideal to relax and enjoy the sun and al fresco dinners.
The house is equipped with latest generation systems, heating, split air conditioning, water storage, intercom
and electric gate. Fabulous outdoor illumination, and automatic irrigation in the garden.
Property Tags:
Garden
Swimming Pool
Less than 30min from Train Station
Less than 1h from Airport
Address:
Arzachena, Sardinia
Services:
Land ha 11.
Location:
SARDINIA - ARZACHENA
The territory of the comune of Arzachena stretches for a surface area of around 240 sq. km with more than
eighty kilometres of sea coast including the world-famous Costa Smeralda, rich with Mediterranean shrub
(mastic trees, juniper and oleasters), rocks modelled by nature and wonderful inlets and bays. It sprung up in
the Roman period of “Turibulum Minor” and until the nineteenth century was only a cluster of houses gathered
around the Church of Santa Maria, dedicated to the Madonna della Neve (1776). In March 1962 a small group
of international entrepreneurs, headed by Prince Karim Aga Khan, set up the Costa Smeralda Consortium with
the aim of developing tourism in the vast area of the Arzachena territory. In this area a number of high-class
structures were gradually built, attracting an elite kind of tourism; luxury hotels and exclusive villas became
the summer destination for members of high society and the economic leaders of the world. From the very
beginning, the project’s aim was to preserve the beauty of the territory by using particular buildings and
design which respected the natural landscape. Thus, the Costa Smeralda style was born, greatly inspired by
the typical construction features of provincial Sardinia and blending discreetly into the coastal background of
rocks and vegetation. Its urban layout is one of the most distinctive in Sardinia due not only to the use of
materials like the Sardinian pink granite but also for its regular buildings and road system.
Condition:
Carefully and recently restored.
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Square Meters ( m² ):
260
Bedrooms:
5
Bathrooms:
4
●
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